


・ Consolidated revenues, operating income, ordinary income, and profit were the 
highest ever first-half results.
・ Achieved first-half revenues of 1 trillion yen for the first time ever.
・ Exceeded consolidated forecasts announced on April 27 in each item.

◇ Recognition of the business environment and review (status of logistics 
industry)
・ The economy continued trending toward recovery both in Japan and overseas, 
while cargo movement maintained solid performance overall.

・ Frequent natural disasters, including the earthquake in northern Osaka in June, 
the Heavy Rain Event in West Japan in July, Typhoons Jebi (No. 21) and Trami 
(No. 24) in September, and the Hokkaido Eastern Iburi Earthquake, significantly 
impacted the logistics industry, particularly railway transportation.

◇ Evaluation of financial results
・ Cargo movement and economic trends were solid in the second quarter, as in 
the first quarter. The Company steadily captured these cargo movements.
・ Facing the disasters, the Company conducted emergency transportation and 
other means to contribute to securing customers’ supply chains by leveraging its 
comprehensive strength, and minimized the impact.
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◇ Trend of revenues
Increased 84.2 billion yen, or 8.8%, from the previous year.

・ Amid solid cargo movement centering on international freight, the Company 
accurately identified customer trends. This led to increased revenues and 
transactions expanded in all regions overseas.
・ Revenues increased in all segments, excluding Security Transportation and 
Heavy Haulage & Construction.

◇ Trend of operating income
Increased 1.7 billion yen, or 5.6%, from the previous year.

・ Despite increases in forwarding costs, vehicle chartering and subcontracting 
costs, the rise in fuel costs as well as the impact of natural disasters, income 
increased as a result of higher revenues.
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◇ Trend of ordinary income
Increased 3.3 billion yen, or 9.6%, from the previous year.
・ Non-operating income increased 1.5 billion yen, owing partly to gain on foreign 
exchange.
・ Non-operating expenses were on par with the previous year.

◇ Trend of profit
Increased 1.8 billion yen, or 8.7%, from the previous year.
・ Extraordinary income increased 0.5 billion yen, owing partly to gain on sales of non-
current assets.
・ Extraordinary loss decreased 0.1 billion yen, owing partly to the recording of loss on 
disposal of non-current assets in the previous year.
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◇ Financial position
・ Total assets increased 13.2 billion yen from the end of the previous year, 
owing to increases in goodwill and other intangible assets.

◇ Cash flows
・ Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the quarterly period decreased 36.9 
billion yen from the end of the previous year.
・ This was mainly due to an increase in payment for purchase of shares of 
subsidiaries resulting in change in scope of consolidation.
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・ Replacement transportation, emergency transportation and others generated 
revenues. However, expenses are estimated to have increased indirectly as well, 
although not identifiable in detail, because the switch from railway transportation 
and other factors tightened the supply of trucks across Japan.
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◇ Initiatives to collect adequate fees
・ In the first half, income increased by 0.9 billion yen due to an increase of 5.5 
billion yen in revenues, and a rise in unit price of vehicle chartering and 
subcontracting costs of 4.6 billion yen. This excludes the impact of soaring 
vehicle chartering costs affected by the Heavy Rain Event in West Japan.
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*The overview by reportable segment below is for the second quarter (3-month 
period from July to September). The second quarter of overseas segments is the 
April-June period.

◇ Japan ・・・ Higher revenues, higher income
・ In railway transportation, transactions were solid for automobile-related 
components, but there were significantly more suspended or cancelled routes 
due to the impact of the Heavy Rain Event in West Japan, Hokkaido Eastern 
Iburi Earthquake, etc. 
・ In truck transportation, cargo movement of steel and automobile-related 
components maintained solid performance.
In addition, railway replacement transportation, owing to the impact of the Heavy 
Rain Event in West Japan, was also a contributing factor to increased revenues. 
・ In marine & harbor transportation, machinery-related exports and container 
terminal operations grew.
In addition, the adoption of coastal marine & harbor transportation as railway 
replacement transportation also contributed to increased revenues.
・ In air freight forwarding, consolidated export cargo weights increased 25.2% 
from the previous year, significantly exceeding the market growth rate. Exports 
of automobile-related components to areas in Europe, and electronic 
components and semiconductor-related items to Asia remained strong.
・ For the trend in weight for export air freight originating from Japan and the 
Company’s share for export air freight originating from Japan, please refer to 
Page 1 of the supplementary material.
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・ The increase/decrease in first-half operating income by business in Japan 
segment, please refer to Page 2 of the supplementary material. This excludes the 
impact of the decrease in provision for retirement benefits and amortization of 
goodwill. 
・ Although the data do not reflect the financial closing procedures, etc., and are 
for reference only, they show the trend of each business.

◇ The Americas ・・・ Higher revenues, lower income
Revenues increased but income decreased on a local currency basis excluding 
the impact of foreign exchange rates, too.
・ Air export freight forwarding was solid, mainly for automobile-related items. 
・ Air and marine import freight forwarding, and warehousing and distribution 
transactions also increased.
・ Transfer to customers and streamlining contributed to the reduction of 
expenses, which had been trending upward in the previous year.
・ Unable to make up for the income decrease factor of a 1.1 billion yen rebound 
from last year’s reversal of overpaid forwarding costs from previous years.
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◇ Europe ・・・ Higher revenues, lower income
Revenues increased but income decreased on a local currency basis excluding 
the impact of foreign exchange rates, too. 
・ The warehousing and distribution business remained solid.
・ Due to business lost in Italy and the lack of spot business in the previous year 
in Spain resulted in a decline in air export and import freight forwarding 
transactions.
・ Traconf S.r.l. was acquired in March 2018 and has been consolidated. 
Although Traconf did not generate income in the first quarter owing to temporary 
expenses related to the launch of a newly acquired major project, it turned 
profitable over the first half.

◇ East Asia ・・・ Higher revenues, higher income
Revenues and income increased on a local currency basis excluding the impact 
of foreign exchange rates, too.
・ Air and marine export freight forwarding were solid.
・ Although air forwarding costs remained high, the reduction of expenses 
progressed by transferring them to customers and streamlining, and income 
trended toward recovery.
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◇ South Asia & Oceania ・・・ Higher revenue, higher income
Revenues and income increased on a local currency basis excluding the impact 
of foreign exchange rates, too.
・ Air export freight forwarding for automobile-related items, electronic 
components, and pharmaceuticals, etc., remained solid.
・ Warehousing and distribution transactions grew, but forwarding costs and 
vehicle chartering and subcontracting costs remained high.

◇ Security Transportation ・・・ Lower revenue, lower income
・ Acquisition of outsourcing from regional financial institutions increased due to 
expanded sales of the cash logistics platform, but revenues and income 
declined due to a decrease in transportation operations as well as rising 
employment costs and fuel costs.
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◇ Heavy Haulage & Construction ・・・ Lower revenue, lower income
・ There was a decline owing to a rebound from major overseas plant 
construction in the previous year.

◇ Logistics Support ・・・ Higher revenue, higher income
・ Revenue rose for Nittsu Shoji as a result of the increase in the unit selling 
price of oil, while the logistics support business including export packing 
services also maintained solid performance as well.
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◇ Management environment expectations
・ The domestic economy will remain solid, although situation may vary between 
regions and businesses, such as in the Hokkaido area, where the impact of disasters 
on agricultural products persist, and in railway transportation, where some routes are 
still suspended and cancelled even after the restoration of the JR Sanyo Main Line. 
・ There is increasing uncertainty surrounding the global economy, including trade 
friction issues between the U.S. and China and conditions in the Middle East.
・ Revenues have been revised upward by 30.0 billion yen, reflecting first-half results 
over the full year.
・ The second-half forecast is mostly unchanged from the previous forecast.
・ Operating income exceeded the forecast by 1.0 billion yen in the first half, but the 
full-year forecast is unchanged.
・ The second-half forecast has been revised downward by 1.0 billion yen from the 
forecast at the beginning of the year, taking into account rising fuel costs and other 
factors.
・ Some impact from disasters will remain in the second half, but this will be temporary.
・ The business lost and the lack of spot operations in the previous year are major 
reasons for underperformance in Europe.
Recent economic conditions and cargo movements are generally solid.
・ The surges in fuel costs, vehicle chartering and subcontracting costs, and other 
expenses, and global economic uncertainty, such as trade friction between the U.S. 
and China, are current causes for concern.
・ The Company will strive to absorb soaring expenses by collecting adequate fees and 
improving logistics and operations in collaboration with customers to build a win-win 
relationship.
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◇ Japan ・・・ Higher revenues, higher income
・ Air export forwarding will remain solid, especially to Asia.
・ Develop business adapted to regional characteristics, and strengthen sales by 
further expanding and deepening one-stop sales and account management.
・ We forecast increases in fuel costs as well as vehicle chartering and 
subcontracting costs, and will transfer these costs to customers and improve 
efficiency, but as the increase in fuel costs will significantly exceed forecasts at 
the beginning of the year, this has been reflected in income forecasts.

◇ The Americas ・・・ Higher revenues, higher income
Revenues and income are expected to increase on a local currency basis, 
excluding the impact of expected foreign exchange rates, too. 
・ Automobile-related transactions will remain solid.
・ Cargo movement of marine export and import freight forwarding as well as 
warehousing and distribution will continue, eliminating the decrease of 1.1 billion 
yen caused by special factors in the previous year. Therefore, income will 
increase.

◇ Europe ・・・ Higher revenues, lower income
Revenues are expected to increase but income is expected to decrease on a 
local currency basis excluding the impact of expected foreign exchange rates, too.
・ Solid growth in revenues from the warehousing and distribution business is 
expected in the entire region, and the Company will steadily enhance sales to 
non-Japanese companies. However, reacquiring lost business and 
supplementing performance by acquiring new business will take time.
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◇ East Asia ・・・ Higher revenues, higher income
Revenues and income are expected to increase on a local currency basis 
excluding the impact of expected foreign exchange rates, too.
・ Automobile-related transactions in China will remain solid, and air and marine 
freight forwarding will recover.
・ Air forwarding costs will continue soaring, but improvement is expected from 
transferring them to customers and consolidation efficiency.

◇ South Asia & Oceania ・・・ Higher revenues, higher income
Revenues and income are expected to increase on a local currency basis 
excluding the impact of expected foreign exchange rates, too.
・ In the entire region, the warehouse and distribution business will be solid, and 
cargo movement of air and marine export and import freight forwarding will 
continue.
・ Continue investing in extending business locations, etc. in order to continue 
expanding logistics to, from and within Asia.

◇ Security Transportation ・・・ Higher revenues, lower income
・ Promote the acquisition of outsourcing from regional financial institutions in an 
aim to build a cash logistics platform. However, increases in employment costs, 
etc. will affect results.
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◇ Heavy Haulage & Construction ・・・ Lower revenues, lower income
・ Shutdown and maintenance contracts concentrated in the first half of the 
previous year will decrease, and major overseas projects will not be in the same 
scale as the previous year.

◇ Logistics Support ・・・ Higher revenues, higher income
・ Performance will be solid from packing services in the logistics support 
business of Nittsu Shoji.
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◇ Initiatives to collect adequate fees
・ Over the full year, rate revisions are expected to increase revenues by 12.0 
billion yen and income by 2.0 billion yen.
(Excluding the surge in spot vehicle chartering costs affected by disasters. 
Figures refer to regular operations, calculated from the increases in customer 
contract unit prices and unit prices paid to operators.)
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